Conditionally replicative adenovirus expressing p53 exhibits enhanced oncolytic potency.
Conditionally replicative adenoviruses (CRAds) hold promise as anticancer agents. Their potency depends on their replication efficiency in cancer cells and their capacity to destroy these cells by oncolysis. In this regard, a critical determinant is the capacity of CRAds to induce cell death at late stages of infection to release their progeny. One of the cell death pathways that are exploited by adenoviruses involves the tumor suppressor protein p53. Unfortunately, many cancer cells have a nonfunctional p53 pathway and thus do not effectively support CRAd-induced cell death. We hypothesized that restoration of the p53-dependent cell death pathway in cancer cells would promote CRAd-induced cell lysis. Exogenous expression of p53 in human cancer cells during adenovirus replication accelerated cell death by several days and augmented early virus progeny release. The p53-enhanced oncolysis occurred independent of E1A binding to pRb and independent of E3 functions. On the basis of these findings, we constructed a new CRAd, AdDelta24-p53. This virus expressed functional p53 while replicating in cancer cells. Most importantly, AdDelta24-p53 exhibited enhanced oncolytic potency on 80% of tested human cancer cell lines of various tissue origins and with different p53 status. CRAd potency was increased up to >100-fold by p53 expression. We conclude that CRAds expressing p53 are promising new agents for more effective treatment of many human cancers.